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PART I 
DERIVATION OF SLOPE DEFLECTION EQUATIONS 
l. Statics. A fixed end, unsymmetrical curved bar of variable -
cros~ se~tion acted upon by a general system of loaq.s will be considered 
(Fig. 1) • From the equ~tions of_ stat~c equilibrium., RAy, RBy.11 and ~ 





Where.BRAy., BR_ey., and l3R:ax: are the reactions of the basic structure (a 
simple curved bar with a roller at A).· . 
· The reactive elements may be related to any sloped axis 'passing 
.. through the elastic center of the bar (Fig~ 2) ;. If thi~ axis is· prop- · 
erly chosen., · the derivation and final. form of the slope deflection 
. . ' .. 
· · equa~ions can be greatly. simplified. 
• L -'\ '• 
· .. -~-..... 
y 
X 
R~ ------'-·&_. ________ b ___ _ 
L 
Selecting the fictitious reactions G'MA.B, ~ 1 and Has the redun-
. dants., R~ and ~ become: 
. . (4) . . . . . ~B + OMBA. . . 
.· RAy • BRAy • L + H tan..ft 
. . . .. . .· <lMAJ3 + GMBA ·. . . 
(,) . RBy- • ~ + · L . - H tan~ . · 
3 
The relationships between the real reactions and the fictitious re-
actions are: 
. (7) · MAB m GMAB + HeA 
. . . -~ . ·~ . . 
The cross-sectional elements in terms of the fictitious reactions 
are: 
( ) .· (A) cos( f'-/3) fr G~B + GMBA) 
9 : . Nx = o .. L = - H co~ - mx cos yJ- \!3V:x: ,c. L. .. • sin 'f) 
(10) ·. T(A) L = - H sin(f-.il - m sinlO+ (Bv: -t GMAB + GMi3A) cos 'f 
. ·. X = 0-. . cos fi X I X L 
(A.) · X' X 
(ll) . ~ = O+L = GM.AB L - G:Ma,A I - Hy + BMx 
Where f is the slope of the tangent to the bar at any point., and Bix# BVx, 
and B?\; are the cross sectional elements of the basic structure. 
2. ·Virtual~. The s·train energy equation of the bar is: 
Where qi is the displacement corresponding to the. reactive element 
Qi• Allowjng a general displacement of supports., the external work ot 
· ·reactive elements. becomes: 
The rates of change of reactive elements with respect to the redundants 
4 
are tabulated in Table I. 
a Qi aQ. a Qi 
Qi 
J. 
~ ·--- --FJGMAB aG~ aH 
-------· 
GM.AB 1 0 0 
•. 
-GMRt\. 0 .. l 0 
' 
,, 
H 0 0 l 
RAy 




- tan.ft Ri3y +"" ,f, -L L 
TABLE I 
Considering the deformations due to normal and shearing forces to be 
negligible,, the equations of virtual work are~ 
c7U iB 8M dB dQi 14 -•O= M- -- - ·· · ( ) ::::ioM · ~GM EI LaoM q1 
c;, ~ A C7 . ~B :AB 
) 
au . (B oM as aQi 
<i5) aGMm_ = 0 = )A M aGMm EI -L dG~ qi 
au · JB oM a.s o>Qi 
(16) - "' O "" M - - -I - qi 
oH A aH EI dH 
From equation (11) the partial derivatives of the bend.mg moment 
with respect to GMAB' GMn",·and Hare~: - !, and -Y, respectively. 
. A ~ L L . 
5 
. Using these relationships and those expressed in TABLE I, equations (14), 
()5)., and (16) become: · 
(17) 
+ (B (~x~ ~ u eA •f- ~Ay.: -=By 
)A L EI L 
(18) -GlfAB]B ~ ~ + GM . (B ~ ~ + H (B ~ 
11. 12'- EI PA)A 12 EI )Ji! L EI 
-iB ( Bfx)x ~ = eB +, L5i.Ay -~ . 
'A L EI L · · 
(19) -GM (B !;!,?' ~ + Gl-'L. (B ·~ ~ ..;. H (B Y2 ds 
ttB)A L EI 131\. )A L EI )A. EI 
Denoting: 
1B x2 ds C1... ~ 
A L EI 
iB t A-C .., xx: u;;:, 
2 A. ~. Ei 
I , 
C ·=·(B ~ ·~ 
- 6. )A L EI 
. B 
·07.·= ( .£.l 2§l. = - 06 
. -·· · ·· )k · · L EI . 
I . 
The.virtual work equations may be written:: 
6 
BAA.,c = (B (BMx) y 2!. 
)A EI 
· 1B (BM.,c)x' ds · 
B9A =. . _.. 
'A L EI 
+~x - Ay tan_,8 
3. Selection E?.f ~. If C6 = 0 , the solution of equations (20), 
(21)', an~ (22) will be greatly simplified. The value of' tan} must be 
. . 






f B B · xy ~ = O"" ( (x" + a) (yn ... xii: tan 8) ~ 
A EI i_ .. _ _ _ T EI 
Denoting:: 
(23) tan_.,s = :3! · 
. Iyy 
4. Equations .2!:_ reactive ~ments. Seleat:4'ig tan.f.> to satisfy 
equation (23), the virtual work equations become: 
Solving these equations s:imultaneously for the redundants and denoting 
7 
The equations of the reactive moments are: 
' 2 
( Cl e[I_ ) (C2 e11eB) e.Ai (30) MAB 11 ,r + °4 e~ + y - °4'" eB +. ~·Ax 
(C+ + C2 eAL .) (Load) · 
+ N .. 04 tailJ3/rAB ·""' FM.AB . 
(C 6532 (C e ·6:8 · e:s (31) M... = u3 + ~·) a_ •l- _g - ~ ) 0 - - A . 
H.l:SA T 04 -1:l N 04 A 04-x 
Where: 
(32) · (Load) C1 B9A - Cz B9B BAAx FMAB = - + - e,r,, 
.H. · N · c4 .a.. 
(33 ) FMf~ad) ... + 03 B6E - C2 BB_A _ ~+~ e... = N G4 -.o 
It is readily observable that equations (30) and (31) are similar 
8 
to the· ·general slope deflection equations for symmetrical curved bars 
derived by Ungson1, and that they reduce to these equations when applied 
to a symmetrical bar, tan.fi being zero. 
5. Conclusions. By relating the rea~tive elements of any curved 
. bar to an axis passing through the elastic center of the bar (the slope 
.•·- being defined by equation (23))the gen~ral slope deflection equations 
1 Rafael G. Ungson, HSimple Slope Deflection Equations for Symmetrical 
· . Arch Structures" (unpub. M.s. reportp Oklahoma A. and M. College, 




can easily be derived. 
These equations are .similar to those for symmetrical curved bars, 
hav11:1g one additional tenn due -to the unsymmetry of the bar~ 
By the use of these equations the solution of.complex frame struo-
. tures can be greatly simplified. 
. ' -·./:. .,. '{·:·~ \,. ·. 
_PART II 
THE MOMENT DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
6. ·Introduction. The application o:f the moment distribution method 
··,',to the analysis o:f frames with straight members is well known. The modi-
fication of this method to the analysis of fr.ames with curved members con~ 
sists of the :following stepsi 
a. · Determine stiffness., carry-over., and distribution factors 
b •. Determine fixed end moments and thrusts due to loads, horizontal 
·displacements., and vertical displacements 
c. Distribute moments due to loads and to each horizontal and each 
vertical displacement 
· .. d. · Write as many independent shear equations as there are unlmown 
.. displacements., and solve these equations simultaneously · 
e. Compute the final thrusts and moments. 
The basic difference is in the determination of shear equations. The 
.horizontal shearing force (thrust) in a curved bar is redundant and can• 
not be computed directly from the end moments as can the shear in a 
. straight bar •. A new shear factor _A.must be derived_ and three basic 
thrusts must be determined: 
· a. ·F:ixed end thrust due ·to the applied loads 
b •. Fixed :end thrust due .. to the relative horizontal .displacement A.xo . 
·. ' 
c. ·Fixed em.thrust due to the relative vertical displa"ement Ayo 
10 
. . -~ ' 
7 • · · -Moment Distribution Constants. Each 0£ the equations of re-
active moments (slope deflection equations) derived in PART I consists 
o:{ five basic moments : 
:, a. · .· Fixed end moment due to the applied loads 
: b. Moment due to the rotation 6A of the left end 
c. Moment due to the rotation 9:s ot' the right end 
· .. d. Fixed end moment due to the relattve horizontal displacement 
Ax. 
e. Fixed end moment due to the relative vertical displacement Ay• 
The_fixed end moments due•to the loads ~re defined by equations (32) 
and (33). Considering the unloaded fixed end bar and allowing only a 
unit rotation of the left end A, the angular stiffness and carry-over 
.factors for that end can be determined from equations (30) and (31).· 
. :. The angular stiffness and carry-over factors for end B, the fixed end 
·· .. _· moment~ due to Ax, and the fixed end moments due to A Y' can be de-
: termined from equations (30) and (31) by a· similar method. 
The fixeq. end moments due to Ax = l a:J:"e defined as the sidemray 
' ' ' 
· .. > stiffn~~s factors.. . The fixed end moments due. to lf AB u 1 are defined 
' ' 
···· as the down.sway stiffness factors •. 
The angular stiffness factors are:. 
' . 
. ·. The . carry-over moment ·is: 
·(~i:_1) · .. (c) 02 . eA~ 
.,J;} M: • - - ........ 




C 2. 3 9B' 
=-+-
N C4 




The aideaway stiffness factors are: 
(H) eA 
(37) K = -
AB 04 
The downaway stiffness factors are: 
(H) ~ 
~ =-ci; 
Using these notations, equations (JO) and (31) may be written: 
(0) (0) - (Ax) (.6.y) (Load) 
(39) M.A.I3 r.: KAB eA\ .+ CBAKm_ eB + FMAB + FMAB -:- FMAB 
_ (e) (0) (Ax) (A ) - (Load) 








8. Modified Constanta - ·Hinged ·!E.<!· If end A of an unsymmetrical 
curved bar AB is hinged, no momen·t can be developed at that end. Thus 
. MAB = 0 in equation (39) and 
· (e) (H) (~) 
CBAKBA ~B ~B F~B 
(43) eA = - (0) ~ - (e)Ax - (a) AB - (0) 
KA 'D l{AB . . K . . K 
AD AB ' . AB 
Using this relationship, equation '(40) becomes: 
- I .. 
13 
(44) M__ a K(e) (1 - C C ) e ? (K(H)_ C K(H))~ 
-13A. BA. AB BA B BA AB AB x 
('f) (Cf) 
* (KBA - CABKAB) 'f AB ..;-~ - CABFMAB 
(~ . 
KBA (1 - CABCBA) is defined as the modified angular stiffness factor 
. (e) • 
of end B of th~ curved bar and is denoted by~ . • 
Similarly JI the modified sidesway and downsway s·l;iffness factors of 
. ( H) ( H) ( 'fl ) ( y-' )° 
end B are, respectively, KB.A. - C .ft..BKAB and KBA - C ABK AB I denoted 
fH)' (U/)1 . 
by~ _ and~I . • 
FMBA - CA!f'M.AB is defined as .the modified fixed end moment of end 
(H) I ·' 'f) t 
B and is denoted by EMBA • 1S3A A x and ~ 'f AB are defined as the 
modified sidesway and dawnsway fixed end moments and are denoted by 
EM(A x) and EM{.Ay) 
-· BA BA 0 
9. Thrust equation. In applying the method of moment distribution 
·to curved bars, it is necessary to obtain an expression for the th.i."'"Us·!; H 
in terms of the moments due to rotation of joints. From equations (29), 
(39), and (40):: 
(9) eA eB 
H .. - eA - --- e 
C4 C4 B 
(45) 
(46) 
(e) (e) (e) 
MAB = KAB 8A 1- CBA ~ eB 
(47) 
(e) (e) (e) 
~ u KEA::. \ ~ C ABK AB eA. 
Solving equations (46) and (47) sinru.ltaneously for eA and 613 and substi-
tuting into equation (45): 
(48 ) 
(e) AA (e) ).B (e) 
H ... - MAB - C-4 MBA 04 
Where:; 
e!:. eJFAB 
(49) AA n Ja)* (e), 
KAB KBA 
. . eB eACBA 
(50) AB_= (e)•+ (e)• 
·_ .. ·· KBA KAB · ·. 
Using this relationship for H(e)~ equation· (29) becomes: 
(51) H = -~ M(e) · ~ ~ ie> + FiAx) + FH(.6y)/F~(Load) ., 
04 ~B . 04 . BA . . 
Where:: 
(Load) B.A Ax 
FH •-
. c4 . 
· 10. · Modified Thrust Equat,ion - Hinged ~· From equations (39)', 
· • ··. (46); and (47) and the conditions of Article 8. 
(r3) M(e) . FM~) FM(.Ay) F.M(Load) 
;} ·tB ==• lB .. lB - :AB 
( r4.) M(e) =- M(SB),fj- c _M(e). ;} · BA BA AB"°'.AB · 
Substituting thesE! expressions for ~:> and M~)into equation (51): . 
· .. (55) H • -~ ~9rJ) <> EH(A.x)+ Ei,t:,.y) +c EiLoad) ... 
. Where:: 
.··, .... ;:.- .. 
· (56) 
Equation (55) is the thrust equation for an unsymmetrical curved bar 
AB when end A is hinged. 
u.· Symmetrical·curved ~- In the case of a symmetrical curved 
· bar of variable moment of inertia: o1 • o3·, eA 111: eB • e, and t anJ • . o. 
· ·· · Therefore., from equations (34) through (38), the stiffness and carry-
over factors become: 
2 
(60) .. M(c) = i -·~ 
(c) 
. . M 
. (61) cAB • cBA. s c = ~Ce) 
(62) x!!) • - ~) .. K(H) e =-
(63) 
If end A of a symmetrical curved bar AB is hinged,; the modified stiff-
ness factors of end B are,from equations (44) and (59) through (63):: · 
(64) · ~) '. K(e) ' - K(e) (1 - o2) 
.. (65) K~) 1 a - K(H) 1a - K(H) (l * 0) 
.. (66) x;:) 1 == 1!? • K('f) (1 - 0) 
· From equations (49), through (52), .the equation for thrust-in a sym• 
metrical curved bar is : . · 
. • . K(H) I ... (a) (a) ·, ) . 
(67) H (M M ) .... FH :Ax ..... F. H(L. oad) . . ~ . ( e) 1 . :AB '."' _ ~. ...- ... 
. K . . . . 
From equation ·(55), the equation for thrust in a symmetrical curved 
·, . - . .. 
bar AB when end · A is hinged is: 
16 
(68) H = ... K(H) r ~B) + EH(Ax) * EH(Ay) + EiLoad) 
. K(e)• 
Where the·modified fixed end thrusts are, from equations (.56), (.57), and 
.(,56): 
.· (Ax) (· K(H) ) .6x 
( 69) EH • 1 - e ~ ......,. 
K\0J 04 
. ' (A ) . K(H)K(Y.,) 
(70) EH y • - . ( e) 'f AB 
K 
(Load) (Load) K(H) (Load) 




12. Constants •. F.rom an evaluation of the equations of PART II, the 
following tables are obtained for unsynunetrical parabolic arches (Fig. 4) 
having the variation: 
·Where: Ix = The moment of inertia at any section 
Io= The moment of inertia at the crown 
'f = The slope of the tangent to the bar at x 
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eB • e • d + b tan~ 
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·1 -3Eio 
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( 5d) EI0 6 - - ...... eA L 
19 
14. Modified Stiffness Factors - Hinged End. _.....__ 
(H) t . (H) (H) 
~ _.,, ~. • CABKAB 
lOEI0 
- 3e.A;;L · 
( 8 + ~ )·~o 3eA L 
TA.BIB IV 
20 
··15._ --··Thrust Equations. From Equation· (51) and TABLES II., III.,--and . 
. · IV 1 . the equation for t,hrust in an unsymmetrical parabolic arch is: 
c (e) (a) (Ax) (.6 ) (Load) 
(72:) H = -'- (MAB - Ma! ) + FH· • + FH' Y + FH · 
. 12eA . . , . ... . ..... . 
. : From equations (52) and (53) and the tables::. 
< ~ • ' • • . . 
· From equation (55) and TABLES II., m, and lV1 -the equation fct!! 
thrust in an unsymmetrical parabolic arch AB when end A is hinged is: 
21 
~,, ( eB), , L!i.x a (Load) 
, (74) H = - ....:- MBlt _ + EH, , + EH y + EH 
, 12eA 
From equations (56), (57h and (58) and the tables: 
(75) 
(76) 
EiAx), a 20~ L:::,. 
9eA,2l, ,, x 
(Load) (Load) , ~ 




16., Symmetrical , Parabolic Arches o For symmetrical parabolic arches, . . 
'l= 1, d • 01 and the constants, stiffness and carry-over factors from 
TABLES II, III, and IV become:: 
2 e = ... f 
3 
, tan.J=' O 
Ixy = 0 
, 4.f'2L 
C4 a 45EI 
TABLE V 
.· ... , 1·', 
, CAB .,. CBA ,.. C 
(H) (H) (H) 
,,KAB' ::i,,.,. ~--,,Cl&. K , , 
, K(Y.,) (Y.,) , (y.,) 
:AB "' Km a I,{ 
TABLE VI 









{a)' · {e)• .· 
K .u K. · . AB .. . 
{H) 1 . (H)' . 
. KBA. ,-•:·K _ 
-•· • • ('f) I . . • {Y,) I_ . 
KBA · • K . 
TABLE VII 
MODIFIED STilFNFSS FACTORS 
8Eio 
-1, .. -
. $Eio. • --.--L 
· 8Eio --L 
·-·For a symmetrical parabolic arch equation {72) becomes: 
And equation {74) becomes: 
. \ . 
-• {78) H • - h ~) + EH~~ + EH(Ay) + EH{Load) 
· Where: 
. . . ·.' . ~ \ '• {Ax) 5El . (Ay) . 5EI 
EH • £2L.6.x. EH. . • • .fLZAy • {79) 
··· {load).. . . {Load)-. .. 5. . {Load) 
. (80): EH ;, .. • F~ · . _ ~. Of FMu .. · .. , . .. . .· . ,, 
i 
l ... 




17 •• Method of Analysis. A symmetrical rigid frame loaded by a sym-
metrical system of concentrated loads (Fig. S) will be analyzed by moment 
distribution. The arches are synunetrical and of the variation Ix= I 0 secf• 
The moment of :u1ertia of all columns is I 0 and the modulus of elasticity 
is constant throughout the structure. All loads equal 61 500 lbs. and are 











By selecting bars AE, EF, and. FD as members and considering synunetry, 
2.3 
24 
the stru.cture can be reduced from six joints to one: joint E. By this 
method only two finite distributions of moments and one joint equation 
will be required. 
· \18. Evaluation of Constants. (a) Bar AE: . By using transfer 
. -----
.· formlas and the elastic properties of the arch and' :column separately: ' 
. . 40 
01 = 3EI 
20 
C2 • -· ..... 3EI 










-··· 182, . y ·= -





· The stiffness and carry-over factors are: 
.· · (c) c2 e.Al9E . . . 




1n • TEI 
· . tan.ft= .383 
~·-· 10.44' 
(0) C3 8E2 
. KE& = - + - = .1276 EI 
N . C4 
. M(c) 
CAE = r = -.377 (0 . 
KAE. 
·.·CEA = - (0) ... -.372 
KEA 
.(H) . eA., • . 
.. KA.E = -· - .00614 EI 
A C4 
(H) ~ 
KEA\ • - C4 •· -.00425 EI. 
·... The •modified stiffness factors (hinge' at •> are: ' 
. (e) 1 .. : (0) ·· •. · < .· . · · : . , .·. . (H)' ( ) . . . 
. Kg. --~ (1 - CJUPEA) • .• 109Q. EI:.···.:.:~ .... , KJ. _ .. CAEKi:) = -.00193 E: 
i+ . 
.. :: :···· . 
' . ' . ' 
The shear factor is: 
0]: . -eAcEA.. 
)..Ek = (ej • • ..,. K . (0) • 
KEA:. AE . -
43.2 --EI 
(b) ,Bar EF:: 
40 
C2 = -3EI 
e .= 23.8 






(e) M(c) Ca e 01 e 
KEF. = - + - = .0622 EI = - - - = -.0322 EI · N · 04 N 04 
M(c) 4:> e CEF C reJ a: -.518 == - = .001636 EI 
KEF 04 
Since the loading is symmetrical, 6E = - 0], and the modified angular 
stiffness factor i's: 
19. Evaluation .2f Fued ~ Moments ~ Thrusts. (a) Bar AE: 
From equations (44) and (.55)t. the end moment and end thrust due to loads 
. are: 
.F.M.... FMi~oad) C FM. (Load) d --M .., - -u -- AE 1\E . an 
These eqµations can be evaluated by integration., but it is simpler 
to compute the fixed end moments and thrust in the arch and then distribute. 
. ,.,.,,_. -:·-l 
' : t 
' ' ' ' -1 
Fixed end moments and thrust - arch GE: 
· Stiffness and distribution factors: 
· !•· (a)r 3EI 
KGA _=· - ·: 6 , L 
(e) 9EI 
,.KGE· == -- · -,::_ 9 
. ·. L 
·· • Moments and thrust due to translation of G: 
(Ax) . . 3EI. .Ao 
·EMaA, - - - - :: -BX L L 
~x).·_FMiAx). ~~G 
· · ·"EG · 2fL 
F.· R~x) • 45EI Ao .... 4 6 _:-ur, ·_, 4f?L · • 9X: 
















. , 'l: .. : • 




•320 -640 -320 
l ' ' ' . 




DGAl ·· • .4· 
· DOE = ~6 
G E , 
.4 .6 0 
-8 ~2s ~25 
-6.8 -10.2 
+3.4 





2:.°Fo ., 0 :: lJoE ... IloA ... 0 
, ,HoE = ~ (~Y ... ~g>) + FFf Ax)+ Fi Load) 
• .0781 (- 640 - 13.6I:) -tt·4.69X. * 2.3000 = 229.50 + .3.63X 
HoA_,. = ¥ = ~16 - ~ 74X. 
Substituting these values into the joint equation, X = -.52.50 and the end 
moment and thrust are: 
~ - + li29oc:/lrt. Elir.A.\ = +.3BBcfl 
(b), Bar EF:: By a similar procedure, _the fixed end moment and thrust 
due · to load for bar EF are:: 
F~ - .,.. 2.5.3ooolft~ F~ • * 24,ocfl 
' . . . 
20. Soiution of the Rigid Frame. (a) Stiffness and distribution 
factors:: 
. , . (e)' . 
, \,_ · KEA . • .1098 EI Du,= • .310 
•. ', ___ · (0)" ; . 
· , ·. KEF . = .0944 EI ~'= .-266 
(0) 1 3EI ·. 
KEB, _.,. L • .15 EI 
, : '.:_:. · ·, (b.) Fixed end. moments and thrusts. Due to loads : 
'~' . -~ •. '.- -~: l • . . . 
, -~ · = + 1129orf/ :rt. 
F!v = + 24.5oo# , 
........... ,·,',·. 
! : ; 
., . 
Due to translation of E: 
(Ax) (H) 1 . 
~ • KEA _ (-AE) • + .00193 EI ..6E .. .. 
. (Ax) (H) · 
·FMi!:Jr • KEF ( 2AE) ~ * .00327 EI A E . :: . 
+. 193X 
+. 327X 
EMmJ • - ~ ~ • ~ .00750. EI· .. A E . ;: . · - 7.50X 
L L . · ··' ::. 
(H) 
28 
. E~x~/1 - eAl ~). )-AE • -· .0001076 EI A E :: · • 10. 76X t · · K\e 04 ·. 
:AE . . . . . 
(Ax) 2A . 
1i'lL- = --!· • .0001374 EI AE : + 1~. 74X ··~· c4 .· . . 
, · · (c) Distribution of moments. 
Loacis 
EA. EF FA EB 
. ·n•s .310 .266 .424 .310 .266 .424 
FM's +112900 .... 253000 0 +.193 +327 -750 
. (9E) M . -113500 -97400 -1.55000 +71.3 -tt61.,2 '*97 • .5 
-600 -t.JS.$600 ··155000 +2~4.3 +388.:2 -652.5 
.. 
(dr Joint equation. 
·. 2 FE ., 0 .: .. ~ + Hm3 .- Hg • 0 
.:'.'·· ... , "EA. · C0E> ,~ > · c1o·' d) 
> . ff& • -~ ~ +. EH x + EH a 
. . 04 . 
• - .0174.5 (- 113.500·,11- 71.JX) - l0.76Xi * .3880 • 5860 - l~ 
. ~· .. 
. Hm3 -= T ·• - 77.50 .- 32.621: 
( H) 1 ( ( e) ( )· ( A ) ( ) 
H- = ~ M.-" - M er) * FH X ..,. FH Load 
·l!a'· c e > , ··J!i!'· m I 
K 
• (.01732) (2) (- 97400 * 61~2X) +- 13. 71.tX + 24500 
~ 21140 .. 15. 86X. 
Substituting. these values into the joint equation, X: • -381 and the · 
final moments and thrusts are;: 
1"·. 
_ Mm_ • - 1013oo#rt~· 
~ =_+ 1aorlrt. 
·-· 
. .. i:v = + 1r;1od': 
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